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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the relationship between the 
structure of a commutative noetherian ring R and the validity of triangular- 
ization and diagonalization procedures in the matrix ring R, . For example, 
if R is a principal ideal domain, it has been shown by Leavitt and Whaples, 
([4], p. 117), that every nilpotent matrix in A, is similar to a matrix in upper 
triangular form. In Section 2 of the present paper it is shown that any ring 
with this matrix property must, in fact, be a direct sum of principal ideal 
domains, and that moreover the validity of the property for every matrix 
ring over R is equivalent to the validity of the property for R, , where -n is a 
single specified integer. 
In Section 3 it is shown that a commutative noetherian ring R has the 
property that every matrix in R, is similar to one in (not necessarily upper) 
triangular form if and only if R is a direct sum of algebraically closed fields, 
and a converse is thereby provided for a classical theorem of linear algebra. 
We then consider the conditions under which every matrix of R, can be 
brought to a diagonal form under an equivalence transformation. It is well 
known, ([I], p. 94), that thk is the case if the ring is a principal ideal domain. 
The result of Section 4 is that this matrix property holds if and only if the 
ground ring is a direct sum of principal ideal domains. Further, in order for 
the condition to hold in all matrix rings over R it is necessary and sufficient 
that it hold in a single Rn, where n is specified. 
These theorems characterize rings in which matrices can be brought to 
triangular and diagonal forms, but they do not destroy the hope that for a 
more general class of rings it might be possible to embed the ring in an 
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extension ring wherein the matrix properties are valid. The last two sections 
are devoted to this situation, giving conditions under which such imbeddings 
and even slightly more general ones can be carried out, and investigating the 
relationship between similarity over an extension ring and similarity over 
the ground ring. It is a well known property of fields that if F _C K is a fieId 
extension, then two matrices of F, which are similar in K, are already 
similar in F, . In fact, it is an observation of Raplansky that for this to be true 
it is not ,essential that K be a field; any commutative ring will do. In the final 
section we attempt to characterize those commutative noetherian rings in 
which similarity classes of matrices remain unchanged when the ring is 
embedded in an extension ring. That is, we attempt to classify those rings R 
such that whenever R C S and two matrices of R, are similar in & , then they 
are similar in R, . It is shown that any such ring must be a direct sum of 
completely primary subdirectly irreducible rings, and a partial converse to 
this theorem is proven. 
2. REDUCTION OF NILPOTENT MATRICES TO UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit element. We say that R is an 
st(m)-ring if whenever A E R,, and Ak = 0 for some k, then there exists an 
invertible matrix B E Rm such that B-rAB is upper triangular, i.e., has zero 
entries on and below the main diagonal. Call R an st-ring if it is an st(nz)- 
ring for every 712 = 2, 3,... . The previously cited theorem of Leavitt and 
Whaples then states that every principal ideal domain is an St-ring. In this 
section we characterize such rings, by means of the following result: 
THEOREM I. Let R be a commrltatice noetherian ring. Then the following 
are equivalent : 
(1) R is an st(m)-ring for some particular m. 
(2) R is a direct sum of principal ideal domains. 
(3) R is an st-ring. 
The proof of theorem I proceeds via a succession of lemmas. The case 
m = 2 in Lemma 2.1 is essentially an unpublished result of Gedweiser. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a noetherialz integral domain, and suppose that for 
some integer m, R is an St(m)-ring. Then R is a principal ideal domain. 
Proof. It is sufficient to demonstrate that if a and b are any elements of R, 
then there exists an r in R with (a, b) = (Y). We may assume that a2 # b2? 
for if a2 = b2, then since R is an integral domain, a must be either b or - 6. 
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Suppose that there exist four elements of R, a,, , qz, uzl , ap with the 
properties 
(11 +%2 - a,,a, = u, where u is a unit of R, 
(2) a,,a - azzb = 0. 
Then there is some element Y in R so that a,,a - aI8 = Y, and so we 
obtain a system of equations: 
alla - a,,6 = r, 
azla - a,,b = 0, 
the determinant of whose matrix of coefficients is u, a unit of R. Solving by 
Kramer’s rule, we obtain a = - ap@r, and b = agIu-%. Since u is a unit, 
these solutions show that both a and b are multiples of r in the ring R. Hence 
(a, b) C (I,). B- ‘t v  1 s construction Y E (a, 6) and so we may infer that (a, b) = (r). 
Thus it suffices to demonstrate the existence of the four elements aij satis- 
fying (1) and (2) above. 
Suppose that m = 2. Then, since the matrix 
ab 
A = _ b2 - ;; ; 
satisfies A” = 0, and since R is an st(2)-ring, there exists an invertible matrix 
j aij j and an upper triangular matrix T with / aii 1 A = T j aij 1 . Then 
multiplication of row two by column one on both sides of this equality 
yields a,,ab -- a,,b2 = 0, which implies that asIa - a,,b = 0 since R is a 
domain. Note also that a,a,, - n,aa,, = det ( aij ! = u a unit since ] aij i is 
an invertible matrix. Hence the four entries a,j satisfy the conditions (1) and 
(2) above, and R is a principal ideal domain. 
Next suppose that nz is at least 3. Consider a matrix of the form shown in 
Fig. 1, and call it N. Then N must be nilpotent because its square is upper 
alj a2 
-bZ -ab 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. 
0 0 
0 0 
b 1 1.. ....... 1 
-a 1 l......... 1 
0 1 l......... 1 
0 0 1.. ....... . 
0 0 0 I..... 1 
. ..D... . . . . . 0 I 
0 . . . 0 0 
FIG. 1 
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triangular. Consequently, since R is an St(m)-ring there is an invertible 
matrix 1 uij j ERR with 
j a,j j N = T 1 aij j , (1) 
where the matrix T is upper triangular. It is the case that any equation of the 
form (I), i.e., N as in Fig. 1, T upper triangular, and j aij ( invertible, entails 
the existence of the four required aij satisfying properties (1) and (2) above, 
and that these are in fact the four upper left-hand entries of the invertible 
matrix 1 aij 1 (whence the notation). This can be proven by induction on the 
integer m, or equivalently, on the number of columns of l’s in the matrix N. 
Suppose that m = 3. In Eq. (l), multiply row 3 by column 2 on both sides 
to get 
a&z2 - a3,ab = 0. 
Multiplication of row 3 by column 3 gives 
a,,6 - a,p = 0. 
Multiply the second of these two equations by b and subtract the result from 
the first to yield that ua1(a2 - 6”) = 0. Since by assumption a” + b2, we may 
conclude that aa1 = 0. Then since a,,a = a,$ = 0, it must be the case that 
a32 - - 0 also. Expand det 1 aii j in cofactors of the last row, 
det ( aSi I = a,,(a,,a,, - a,+al). 
The invertibility of j aij 1 then implies that the element aiiuas - a,,~,, is a 
unit. Multiplying row 2 by column 1 in Eq. (l), we find that a.& - a,,b2 
is a multiple of aa and so uaia - a,$ = 0, and we are done. 
Finally suppose that m is greater than 3 and that the result is known for 
m - 1. In Eq. (1) multiply row m by column 2, to yield: 
a,,a2 - a,,ab = 0, 
and multiply row m by column 3 to get 
a& - a,,a = 0. 
Multiply the second equation by b and subtract the result from the first to get 
u&a2 - b2) = 0. As in the case m = 3, this implies that CZ~, = urn2 = 0. 
Next multiply row m by column 4, 
a,, + a,, + a,, = 0, 
which of course means that a,,,, = 0. The arrangement of the l’s in the matrix 
N allows one to continue this procedure with suceeding columns and conclude 
that the only nonzero entry in row m is a,, . 
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Expand det 1 aij j in cofactors of the last row, 
det I a,j I = ammA,,, , 
where A,, is the determinant of the (m - 1) x (m - If  matrix ( aij / , 
i,j<m--l.Callth is matrix A. Now A is invertible, since 1 aij [ was. Since 
I’ and N have only zeroes in row flz, application of the block rule to Eq. (1) 
yields 
AN’ = T’A, 
where T’ is upper triangular, derived from T in the obvious way, and NJ: 
being the upper left-hand (m - 1) x ( M - 1) block of N, is a matrix of the 
form shown in figure 1. Hence the above equation is one of the form (1) 
in JLl , and thus we may infer the existence of the four nij from the iuduc- 
tion hypothesis. 
We now state without its (utterly trivial) proof: 
OBSERVATION 2.2. Direct sums and summands of St(m)-rings are st(m)- 
rings. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be an St(m)-ring alid P be a prime ideal of R. Then the 
localization R, is an st(m)-ring. 
Proof. Let A E (Rp), , and suppose A’” = 0. We must show that A can 
be put into upper triangular form in (Rp)m . Write i3 = 1 aij/e j , with a 
common denominator e not in P. Then a routine localization argument shows 
that there is an element s not in P such that / saij ( is nilpotent of index k in 
R,,, . By hypothesis, then, there is an invertible j cij j in R, with 
I cij I I saij I = ifij I 1% i f (21 
where the matrix j fii 1 is upper triangular. Clearly the matrix / cijjl / is 
invertible in (Rp), , and we may multiply Eq. (2) through by l/es to get: 
which completes the proof since ( fij/es j is upper triangular. 
LEMMA 2.4. If R is a noetherian ring which is an St(m)-ring for some partic- 
ular integer m, then R is a direct sum of integral domains. 
Proof. Suppose first that R is a local st(nz)-ring. We wish to show that it 
is an integral domain. Assume the contrary, that there are non-zero elements 
xandyinRwithxy=O. 
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Let m be even. Then the matrix of Fig. 2, call it IV, has square zero. 
Consequently there exist an invertible 1 aij ) and an upper triangular T with 
r 0 j 0 -----+-----7 
10 x; 
I 
IY 0 / 
L-----, 
. 
0 
FIG. 2 
--s-m_ 
;o x 
I 
IY .O 
Multiply row m by each column to obtain the facts that if i is even then 
a,,y = 0, while if i is odd then a,,,,x = 0. But since x and y  are both non- 
zero, their annihilators are proper ideals and thus are contained in the maximal 
ideal of R. This is nonsense since det 1 nij 1 is a unit, and so ( aij 1 cannot 
have all the entries of one row from the maximal ideal. Hence if m is even, 
A has no zero-divisors. 
0 
FIG. 3 
Let m be odd. The matrix of Fig. 3, call it M, has square zero, and so 
once more there are ) aij 1 invertible and T upper triangular so that: 
1 aii 1 M = T 1 aij I . 
Multiply row m by columns 1 through m - 1 to obtain the facts that if 
1 < i < m - 1, then i odd implies amix = 0, while i even implies la,,y = 0, 
so that if k < m - 1, a,, is in the maximal ideal of R. 
Expand det ) aij 1 in cofactors of the last row: 
det 1 aii 1 = C ami.Ai . 
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Then ammArn must be a unit, since all the other terms of this sum lie in the 
maximal ideal. A, is the determinant of the upper left-hand 
(m - 1) x (m - 1) block of 1 aii j , and since it is a unit, the same must be 
true of at least one of a,, 1 ,..., a,-,,-, . But multiply row m - 1 by 
columns 1 through m - 1, and observe that for i < m - 1, i odd; then 
a,-, pY = t m-l din i+l - -Q 
and if i is even, then 
a,-, iy = t,-, nla,n i--l = 0. 
But these equations mean that each of the ar,+i i are in the maximal ideal, 
a contradiction. Hence any local st(m)-ring is an integral domain. 
Now consider a general noetherian St(m)-ring, R. Let M be a maximal 
ideal of R. By Lemma 2.3, the localization RM is an St(m)-ring. By the first 
part of this proof, RM is an integral domain. Hence R is a commutative 
noetherian ring with the property that every localization at a maximal ideal 
is an integral domain. Such a ring is well known to be a direct sum of integral 
domains. 
We are now in a position to give the 
Proof of Theorem I: 
(2) implies (3): This is a consequence of the aforementioned theorem 
of Leavitt and Whaples ([4], p. 117), and of Observation 2.2. 
(3) implies (1): follows trivially from the definitions. 
(1) implies (2): For by L emma 2.4, R is a direct sum of integral domains. 
By Observation 2.2, each of these domains is an st(mj-ring. Lemma 2.1 then 
applies to show that they are principal ideal domains. 
This theorem constitutes a complete characterization of those rings in 
which every nilpotent matrix is reducible to upper triangular form under a 
similarity transformation. 
3. TRIANGULARIZATION OF A GENERAL MATRIX 
Having disposed of the problem of determining the conditions under which 
nilpotent matrices can be placed in upper triangular form, we turn to the 
slightly different task of triangularizing (not necessarily strictly) matrices 
which need not be nilpotent. I f  R is a commutative ring with unit, call R a 
t(m)-rizg if every matrix in R, is similar to a triangular matrix, i.e., to a matrix 
with zero entries below the main diagonal. I f  R is a t(m)-ring for every 
m = 1, 2,... call R a t-ring. It is of course a well known theorem of linear 
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algebra that every algebraically closed field is a t-ring. It turns out that 
these are essentially the only t-rings; more precisely: 
THEOREM II. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. Then R is a t-ring 
if and only kf R is a direct sum of algebraically closed fields. 
Before proving this, we record 
OBSERVATION 3. Direct sums and summands of t(m)-rings are t(m)-rings. 
The following result is separated as a lemma from the proof of Theorem II 
because of the insight it gives into the relation between t(m)-rings and t-rings, 
as these two concepts will not turn out to be equivalent, as was the case for 
St(m)-rings and St-rings. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be noetherian, and suppose that fm someJixed integer m, 
R is a t(m)-ring. Then R is a direct sum ofJields. 
Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of R. Consider the cyclic matrix of 
Fig. 4, and call it U. Clearly, VA = al, where I is the identity matrix. By 
0 a0 . ..O 
0 0 1 o... 0 
. . 
. 0 
0 0 0 ..o 1 
1 0 . . . 0 
FIG. 4 
assumption there is an invertible matrix A in Zm with A-lUA = T, where 1 
is triangular, say with diagonal entries t, ,..., t, . Then 
Tm = (A-lUA)m = A-lU”A = A-l(J) A = aI, 
But the diagonal entries of Tm are exactly (ti)m since T is triangular, and so 
a = (ti)“, and we have proven that every element of R is an mth power of 
some element of R. 
Now suppose that R has nonzero nilpotent elements. Since R is noetherian, 
the indices of nilpotence of such elements are bounded. Suppose that k > 2 
is the largest index occurring, and that a is an element with ak = 0, while 
ak-l # 0. There exists an x in R with a = xm. Then xmk = 0, and so x is 
nilpotent. Further, xmk+ = a?+-1 # 0, which implies that the index of x 
is strictly greater than mk - m. But since m and k are both at least 2, we have 
mk > m + k, i.e., mk - m > k. Then the index of x is strictly greater than k, 
a contradiction to the choice of k, so R is free of nilpotent elements. 
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Let A E R, such that ilk = 0 for some integer k. R is a t(m)-ring and so 9 
is similar to a matrix T which is in triangular form. If  f ,  ,..., t, are the 
diagonal entries of T, then Tk = 0 means (ti)” = 0. Since R has no nonzero 
nilpotent elements, t, = 0, and T is actually upper triangular. Hence R 
is an st(nz)-ring, and by Lemma 2.4, R is a direct sum of integral domains. 
Let D be one of the domains in the sum. According to Observation 3.1, 
D is a t(nl)-ring and so in particular, D has the property that every one of its 
elements is an mth power in D. Let a ED, a + 0. There exists a, so that 
a = (4m, and us so that a, = (n2p, and so on, yielding an ascending chain 
of ideals: 
DaCDa,CDa,C---. 
D, being a direct summand of a noetherian ring, is noetherian and so there is 
an integer i with 
Da, = Da,+l = a=. . 
Since D is a domain, ai = uai+l , where u is a unit of D. But ai = (ai+l)m, 
whence (ai+*>” = uai+l , and thus (a,+r)m--l = U, so aitl is a unit, and since a 
is a power of a,+l , a must be a unit also. Therefore D is a field, and conse- 
quently R is a direct sum of fields. 
Hence t(m)-rings are direct sums of fields. It is not the case that t(m)-rings 
must be sums of algebraically closed fields, nor is it true that sums of tields 
are t(m)-rings. 
Proof of Theorem II. The sufficiency of the condition is a consequence 
of the classical theorem and of Observation 3.1. 
To prove necessity, apply Lemma 3.2, and conclude that R is a direct sum 
of fields. By Observation 3.1, each of these fields is a t-ring. We need there- 
fore show only that a field which is a t-ring is algebraically closed. 
Let F be such, and suppose that F is not algebraically closed. Then there 
exists an f, an irreducible polynomial over F. Say, 
where of course n > 2 and a, f  0. Let A E F, be the companion matrix ofj. 
Since f  is irreducible, JI is invertible. F is in particular a t(n)-ring, so A can 
be triangularized. The resulting triangular matrix must have a nonzero 
diagonal entry since d is invertible, but any such entry is an eigenvalue of /i 
and hence a root off, contradicting the irreducibility off. Thus F is algebrai- 
cally closed, and we are done. 
Observe that in Theorem II it was necessary to insist that R be a t-ring 
and not merely a t(m)-ring for some m, since there exist rings which are 
t(m)-rings for some m but which fail to be t-rings. A good example is the 
field C of constructible numbers. Since C has no extensions of degree 2, 
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every quadratic polynomial over C factors, and so every 2 by 2 matrix over C 
has an eigenvalue. Then as in the usual proof that an algebraically closed 
field is a t-ring, C is a t(2)-ring. But .z n3 - 2 is irreducible over C, and so as 
in the proof of the theorem, the companion matrix cannot be similar to a 
triangular matrix, lest the diagonal entries of the triangular matrix be eigen- 
values and thus roots of x3 - 2. 
4. DIAGONALIZATION OF MATRICES UNDER EQUIVALENCE 
It is well known ([Z], p. 94) that any matrix A with entries in a principal 
ideal domain can be brought to diagonal form under an equivalence trans- 
formation PAQ where P and Q are invertible. In this section we give a 
complete structural characterization for those commutative noetherian 
rings possessing this matrix property. Call a commutative ring R with unit a 
d(n)-ring if whenever A E Rn , then there exist P and Q invertible elements 
of R, so that PAQ is a diagonal matrix, i.e., a matris with zero entries except 
perhaps on the main diagonal. Say that R is a d-ring if it is a d(n)-ring for 
every 72 = 1, 2, 3 ,... . We state immediately the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM III. Let R be a commutative noetherian kg. Then the following 
are equivalent : 
(1) R is a d(m)-ring for some m; 
(2) R is a d-ring; 
(3) R is a direct sum of principal ideal domains and completely primary 
principal ideal rings. 
By a completely primary ring is meant a local ring with a nilpotent maximal 
ideal. 
We require some preliminary results. 
OBSERVATION 4.1. 
(1) Homomorphic images of d(m)-rings are d(m)-rings. 
(2) Direct sums and summands of d(m)-rings are d(m)-rings. 
(3) A nontrivial localization of a d(m)-ring is a d(m)-ring. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that R is a noetherian integral domain and that R is a 
d(m)-ring jk some particular m. Then R is a principal ideal domain. 
Proof. If a and b are arbitrary elements of R, it will be sufficient to prove 
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that (a, b) is a principal ideal. Consider the matrix A, written in block form, 
AER, 
where A’ is the 2 x 2 matrix 1 fl fl / . Since R is a d(m)-ring, there exist 
invertible matrices P and Q in R., with PAQ = D, D the diagonal matrix 
with entries dI ,..., d, . Let K be the quotient field of R, and consider the 
equality PA_0 = D in K, . Over a field, equivalent matrices have the same 
rank, so the rank of D is equal to the rank of A. A clearly has rank 1, and there- 
fore so does D, which means that at most one of the diagonal entries of D are 
nonzero, say di + 0. In R, , the invertibility of P and Q means that A and D 
generate the same two-sided ideal. But the ideal generated by A is exactly 
m x m matrices over the ideal generated in R by the entries of A, /land like- 
wise for D. Hence the ideals generated by the entries are equal, i.e., 
(4 6 = (4. 
LEMNIA 4.3. Let R be a local ring, and suppose that R is a d(m)-ring for 
some particular m. Then every ideal of R is principal. Moreover, R has K-&l 
dimension 0 OT 1. If the dimension is zero, R is a completely primavy principrrl 
ideal ring. If the dimension is 1, then R is a discrete valuation ring. 
Proof. We show first that if a and b are in R, then (a, b) is principal. 
Using block form, let A E R, be defined: 
A= A’ ’ 
i i 0 0’ 
where A’ is the 2 x 2 matrix / i z / . Then there are invertible matrices 
! aij 1 and / bij 1 E R, with 
1 aij 1 A 1 bij 1 = D, 
where D is the diagonal matrix with entries dI ,..,, d, . I f  M is the maximal 
ideal of R, the invertibility of ( aij 1 and 1 bij [ means that their determinants 
are not elements of M. 
From the above matrix equality we obtain ms - m equations, which we 
form whenever 2’ f  j; 
E,: ailab2i + aisbb, = 0. 
Expand det j bij / in cofactors, 
There must exist a k such that b,,B,, 6 M, since the determinant is a unit. 
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For this k, consider the m - 1 equations Eik . Since b,, is a unit, we obtain 
therefrom the simplified equations (which hold for i # k) 
F& aila + ai,b = 0. 
Expand det j a,$ / in cofactors, 
det 1 Uif j = C U,,z&. 
There is a q so that a,,A,, $ M. If  q # k, then the equation F, is defined, 
aola + a,,b = 0, which since up1 is a unit, yields a = - (a&l au2b, and we 
are finished. Otherwise it must be the case that a,,&, 4 M. But Akl is then 
a unit, and since it is the determinant of the matrix derived from j aii 1 
by deleting the first column and kth row, this means that some one of 
a12 >-**, a,,,-r a , ak+r a ,..., a,, is a unit, call it aPa. Of course p # k, so F, is 
defined, a,,a + a,,b = 0, whence we obtain b = - (a&l a,,a, which 
completes the proof that R is a principal ideal ring. 
We now consider the dimension of R. Let P be a minimal prime ideal of R. 
By 4.1 R/P is a d(m)-ring, and since it is an integral domain, Lemma 4.2 
implies that it is a principal ideal domain. Hence dim (R/P) < 1. But 
dim (R) is the supremum of dim (R/P) as P runs over the set of minimal 
primes of R, so dim (R) < 1. 
If  R has dimension 0, then ilP = 0, since in this case R has descending 
chain condition. If  R has dimension 1, then since &’ is principal by the first 
part of this proof, R is a regular local ring and therefore an integral domain. 
Being a local principal ideal domain it is indeed a discrete valuation ring 
(DVR). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring z&h no nonzero 
nilpotertt elements, and suppose that R is a d(m)-ring for some particular integer m. 
Then R is a direct sum of principal ideal domains. 
Proof. Let M be any maximal ideal of R. According to Observation 4.1, 
the localization RM is a d(m)-ring. Further, since R has no nilpotent elements, 
the same is true of RM. By 4.3, RM is either a DVR, or it is completely 
primary, which in view of the absence of nilpotent elements means that it is a 
field. In either case, RM is a domain, and so R is a noetherian ring such that 
all of its localizations at maximal ideals are domains; hence R is a direct sum 
of domains. Each of these is a d(m)-ring, by Observation 4.1, and hence a 
principal ideal domain, by Lemma 4.2. 
The preliminaries accomplished, we pass on to: 
Proof of Theorem III. 
(2) implies (1) is trivial. 
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(3) implies (2): By Ob servation 4.1, in order to prove the sufficiency 
of the condition it is enough to prove that each of the summands is a d-ring. 
It has already been noted ([I], p. 94), that this true of those summands which 
are principal ideal domains. So suppose that R is a completely primary 
principal ideal ring. We must show that every matrix of & is diagonalizable 
under equivalence. Proof is by induction on n. If  n = 1 the assertion is 
trivial, so let A E R, , k > 1, and presume the theorem known for k - 1. 
I f  M is the maximal ideal of R then $1 = (t~z) and ?nr = 0 for some integer T, 
Clearly, every element of R can be written in the form ZHFZ~, where zc is a unit 
and 0 < s < Y. Let A = j ui+@j) 1 where each of the entries is written in 
the above form. Choose p and p so that a(pq) is minimal among all the a($). 
Then A = r#*q)A’, where A’ is a matrix having an entry 14~. It is clearly 
sufficient to diagonalize A’, for then the same transformation will place 4 
in a diagonal form. In other words, we may assume that a unit occurs among 
the entries of A. Using elementary row and column operations, which amount 
to an equivalence transformation, we may move the unit to the upper left- 
hand corner and proceed to sweep out all other entries in the first row and 
first column. Hence, we are left with a matrix in block form: 
21 0 
i i 0 B =’ 
where u is a unit of R and B E Reel . The matrix C is equivalent to A, so we 
shall be finished if we diagonalize C. By induction, there exist P and Q in 
Rkel both invertible so that PBQ = D, where D is diagonal. But then, 
is an equivalence which diagonalizes C. 
(1) implies (3): Let R be a commutative noetherian d(nz)-ring. If  
N = N(R), the maximal nilpotent ideal of R is zero, we are finished by 
Lemma 4.4, so we may as well assume that N f  0. ?Ve consider two cases, 
depending on the behavior of the ideals of R relative to the nilpotent radical N. 
Cuse (i) : Every nonzero ideal of R intersects N nontrivially. 
In this case it will turn out that R is a direct sum of completely primary 
principal ideal rings. We show first that R is a direct sum of rings with the 
property that their zero ideal is primary, so that there is a nilpotent prime ideal 
which is the unique associated prime of zero. Let (0) = Q1 f\ ... n Qz, be an 
irredundant primary decomposition of (0). I f  n = 1, then R is already a ring 
of the type described above, so assume that n is at least 2. Put Prc = rad (QR). 
Suppose that there is an integer i such that Qi + &+ On: # R. Then this 7- 
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ideal is proper and so is contained in some maximal ideal M. For each K there 
is an integer a(K) with (PJa(lz) C Qk . In particular, some power of Pi is 
contained in Qi , which is contained in M, and so since M is prime, Pi _C M. 
Further, 
n (Pk)a(k) c fl Qk C (-) Qk 2 ~1, 
k+i kfi k#i 
and so there is an integer j # i with Pj _C M, since M is prime. 
Pass to &, which, by Observation 4.1 is a local d(m)-ring. Lemma 4.3 
applies to show that it is either completely primary or is a DVR. Since Pi # Pi , 
and the correspondance of primes is one-one on passing to a localization, 
we have (P& # (Pj)M. Thus RM is not completely primary, since in that 
case it would have a unique prime ideal, and so R, is a DVR. Then MM is the 
unique nonzero prime ideal of RiLl, so one of (Pi),<, (Pj)Mis equal to it. Hence 
M is one of Pi or Pi. Since the zero-divisors of R, Z(R) = PI u *-a u P, , 
we have in either case that M _C Z(R). Then since R is noetherian there is an 
element a # 0 so that a&’ = 0. Hence M _C ann (a) # R, and by maximality 
M = ann (a). 
Suppose that there is an integer K with uk = 0. Then since M = arm (a), 
we have a/l # 0 in Ii,, which means that RM has a nilpotent element. 
This is manifest nonsense since we know that Rhf is a DVR. Therefore a is not 
nilpotent, so M = ann (a) C ann (a”) + R for every k, and by the maximality 
of M, M = ann (a”) for every k. Now Ra + 0, so by the hypothesis of this 
case, Ra n N # 0. Consequently, there is an e E R such that en # 0, but 
ea E N, so for some Y, (eu)r = 0. Then er E ann (a3 = M and since the ideal 
21g is prime, e E M. But Mu = 0, and we had eu # 0, a contradiction. 
Thus we may conclude that for every i from 1 to zz, Qi + nj+i Qj = R. 
The Chinese remainder theorem applies, and so R = R/Q1 @ -*a @ R/Qn . 
Each of these summands is a ring with (0) primary, having a nilpotent prime 
ideal which is the only associated prime of (0), and, by Observation 4.1, 
each of them is a d(zzz)-ring. Hence we shall have finished Case (i) if we show 
that if R is a d(zzz)-ring of the type just described, then R is a completely 
primary principal ideal ring. 
To do this, suppose that P is the distinguished prime ideal. Any d(t(nt)- 
ring has dimension 0 or 1, lest it have a localization whose dimension exceeds 
1 and so violates Lemma 4.3. If  R has dimension 0, then the ideal P is maximal 
in R. Since P is nilpotent, R is then completely primary. Since it is also local, 
it is a principal ideal ring by Lemma 4.3. 
If  the dimension of R should be 1, there would be a chain of three ideals 
(0) # P # M, where M is a maximal ideal containing P. Localize at M. 
Then dim (RM) = 1, and so PIM = 0, which is the only prime of RM not 
equal to MM. Then if p E P, there exists an element c # M such that cp = 0. 
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Now Z(R) is the union of the associated primes of (0) in R, which is simply P. 
But c E Z(R) and c $ M implies c $ P, a contradiction. Hence we have proven 
that a noetherian d(m)-ring, with the property that every nonzero ideal 
intersects the nilpotent radical, is a direct sum of completely primary prin- 
cipal ideal rings. 
Case (ii) : There exists I + 0 with I CT N = 0, 
I f  this happens, choose I maximal with the property that I n N = 0. 
Then choose J maximal with NC J and I n J =,O. Claim that R = I f J. 
Suppose not, then there is a maximal ideal of R with I + J 5 &I. Consider 
the local d(nz)-ring R, e We shall show that 1, = 0. 
Since RAaf is a local d(-m)-ring, it must be either completely primary or a 
DVR. If it is completely primary, then (MM)?: = 0, and then since Inf C A!/l,, 
it must be true that (IM)k = 0 as well. Let i!d E IM , then (iM)7i = 0, so there 
exists c $ M with cik = 0. Then (ci)” = 0, so ci E-I n N = 0, so ci = 0, so 
i/d = 0 in Rill, which means IjM = 0. If  Rfii is a DVR and I, # 0, then 
IM = (fil,)k for some integer k, since all the ideals of a DVR have this form. 
Let nz E Mk. Then ~z/l E (MM)Jc = IM , and so there is an element i/d ET,, 
with m/l = i/d in Rfil, i.e., there exists an element c $ M such that 
cdm - ci = 0. Hence cdm E I. Let P be a minimal prime over I. Then since 
c, d $ MT we have by primeness and the fact that P C M that cd $ P. Thus 
m E P, so MC P and consequently M is the only prime ideal of R which is 
minimal over I. M f  I, since iV f  0 and NC J C M, I + J C M and 
In N = 0. Pass to R’ = R/I, and let M’ = M/I. Then M’ f  0, but M 
is a minimal prime of R’, so M’ C Z(R’). I-I ence there exists a nonzero 
a’ E R’ with a’d’ = 0. If  a maps on a’, this means that a $ I but aM C I. 
Hence if (M : I) is the usual residual quotient, we have I C (31: I) but 
I # (M : I). By the maximality of I, N n (M : I) f 0. Thus there is 12 E N, 
n f  0, so that TIM C I. Of course nM C N, so nM C I 11 N = 0. Conse- 
quently M C ann (n) f  R, and by the maximality of M, ann (n) = M. Then 
n/l + Oin Rici, so Rw would have a nilpotent element, which is nonsense 
since R, is a DVR. Hence IM must be zero in both cases. 
Let iEI. Then i/l~I~~== 0, so there exists c $ M such that ci = 0. 
Thus arm (i) !$ &I, for all i E I. Let -4 = ann (I), and suppose I is generated 
by z1 ,..., i,,, . I f  A C M, then ann (Q . ann (is) . .~. . ann (inI) is contained in 
ann (i,) n em. n ann (&J = A, which is contained in M. Since the product 
of the ideals ann (4) is contained in the prime ideal M, some one of them 
must be, which is a contradiction. Hence ,4 g M. 
INCIn.N=O, so NCA. SinceInJ=O, it is true that JSA. But 
J # A, since 1 C M and A g n/l This contradicts the maximality of JI and 
we are forced to the conclusion that I + J =: R. 
Since I and J are disjoint, it is actually true that R = T @ J. By Observa- 
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tion 4.1, both I and J are d(m)-rings. If  there are ideals of J which do not 
intersect N(J), then as above there are two ideals of J, call them K and L, 
with J = K @L, K r\ N(J) = 0, and N(J) CL. But N(J) = N(R) since 
I n N(R) = 0, and so (I + K) n N(R) is zero. But then, by the maximality 
of 1, K Cl. This means that K is zero, since K c1 n J = 0. Hence every 
nonzero ideal of J intersects the nilpotent radical of J, and Case (i) applies 
to assert that J is a direct sum of completely primary principal ideal rings. 
Since In N(R) = 0, I has no nilpotent elements, so by Lemma 4.4, I is a 
direct sum of principal ideal domains. Hence R has the required structure, 
and the proof of Theorem III is complete. 
It would perhaps be more satisfying, were it to turn out, that d-rings, like 
t-rings and St-rings could actually be built up in a simple way (e.g., in the 
latter cases, direct sums) from those rings classically known to have the prop- 
erty in question. Unfortunately this would require a knowledge of the 
structure of completely primary rings which does not seem to be available. 
Under slightly more restrictive conditions on the ring R, however, a result 
of this nature is possible, as follows. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a commutative noetherian algebra over a field F. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) R is a d(m)-ring for some m. 
(2) R is a d-ring. 
(3) R is a direct sum of homomorphic images of principal ideal domains. 
Proof. (2) implies (1) is a triviality. 
(3) implies (2): A principal ideal domain has been observed to be a 
d-ring. By Observation 4.1, homomorphic images and direct sums inherit 
the property. 
(1) implies (3): By Th eorem III, R is a direct sum of principal ideal 
domains and completely primary principal ideal rings. Call a summand of the 
latter type S. We must show that it is a homomorphic image of a principal 
ideal domain. In the quotient map of R onto S it is not possible for F to 
intersect the kernel, since F consists of units of R. Hence S is an algebra 
over F. F does not intersect the maximal ideal M of S, since F consists of 
units, as above. Hence F is contained in S/M, and so it is clear that S is an 
equicharacteristic local ring. Since M is nilpotent, S is a complete local ring. 
But (see [2] and [3]) any equicharacteristic complete local ring has a coeffi- 
cient field, and it is well known that a complete local ring with a coefficient 
field K is a homomorphic image of the formal power-series ring K[[x, ,..., xk]], 
where k is the number of generators in the maximal ideal of the ring in 
question. Since M is principal, S must be a homomorphic image of a power 
series ring in one variable, K[[x]], w IC is a principal ideal domain. h’ h 
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5. TRIANGULARIZATION IN EXTENSION RINGS 
Theorems I and II completely characterize those commutative noetherian 
rings in which it is possible to bring various kinds of matrices to appropriate 
triangular forms under a similarity transformation. We now consider whether, 
even in rings R which are not t-rings or St-rings, it is possible to gain some 
control over the form of matrices by embedding R in some extension ring S 
(always assumed to have the same unit element as R) which is noetherian 
and which is a t-ring or an St-ring. Every matrix of R, (or every nilpotent one, 
as the case may be) would then be triangularixab1.e in S, , at least, and we 
would be left with the problem (dealt with in a later section) of determining 
what, if anything, could be therefrom inferred about similarities in R, 
itself. The answer to the initial question is quite simple, to whit: 
THEOREM XV. Let R be a comwlzctative metherian ring; thm the following 
are equivalent : 
(1) There exists S 3_ R such that S is a noetherian St-ring. 
(2) There exists T 2 R such that T is a noetherian t-ring. 
(3) R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Proof. (2) implies (1): By Theorem II, T is a direct sum of algebraically 
closed fields. Each of these is in particular a principal ideal domain, and so by 
Theorem I, S = T is itself an St-ring. 
(1) implies (3): By Lemma 2.4, S is a direct sum of integral domains, 
and consequently has no nilpotent elements. Since R C S, the same must 
be true of R. 
(3) implies (2): Since R has no nilpotent elements, (0) = PI n ..a n P, : 
where the Pi are the minimal prime ideals of R; since R is noetherian there are 
only finitely many of them. Letting Ki be the quotient field of the integral 
domain R/Pi , and cl (KJ be the algebraic closure of Ki , we have: 
RC~~...O%CK,O...OK,Tcl(K,)O...~cl(K,). 
1 n 
The final direct sum-call it S-contains A and is a direct sum of algebrai- 
cally closed fields, and therefore a t-ring. 
The above theorem destroys the hope of finding genuinely triangular 
forms in extension rings when the base ring has nilpotent elements. However, 
it is still possible to obtain some information if one is willing to ignore nii- 
potent entries in the matrix forms, and deal, for example, with matrices which 
are trianguIar in the sense that they have only nilpotent entries below their 
main diagonal. 
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THEOREM V. Let R be commutative noetherian. Then there exists a ring S, 
R C S (S having both chain conditions), and such that every nilpotent matrix 
in S, is similar in S, to a matrix of the form T + N, where T is upper triangular 
and N has every entry nilpotent. 
Proof, It is a theorem of Small ([.5], p. 44) that any commutative noethe- 
rian ring can be embedded in a commutative ring with descending chain 
condition (which has the same unit element, as we require). Hence R C S, 
S a ring with both chain conditions. Let J be the Jacobson radical of S, then 
J is nilpotent. Moreover, the residue ring S/J is a commutative semisimple 
ring with descending chain condition and hence is a direct sumof fields. Conse- 
quently it is an St-ring. Finally, notice that (S//)lL = A’,/ Jn. Let A E S, with 
A” = 0. Let A’ be the image of A in S,/ Jn = (S/JIn. Then of course 
(A’)” = 0, and since S/J is an St-ring, there is an invertible B’ E (S/J)% 
so that (E-r A’B’ = D’, where D’ is upper triangular. Let B E S, map onto 
B’ in the natural residue mapping. Then since J is the Jacobson radical of S, 
J,, is that of S,, and so B is invertible. I f  D’ = (dij), then if dij maps onto 
d& in the mapping of S onto 5’1 J, it must be the case that D = (dij) maps to 
D’ in the map S, onto S,/ Jn . Hence dij is an element of J, and therefore 
nilpotent, whenever i is greater than or equal to j. Let E = (eii) by defined 
by eij = dij if e’ is less than j, while eii = 0 if i is greater than or equal to j. 
Then clearly B-IAB = E + iV, where every entry of Nis nilpotent. Since E 
is upper triangular this completes the proof. 
To obtain a nilpotent element extension analog of Theorem II on t-rings, 
it seems to be necessary to impose an additional condition on the ring R, 
namely that it be an algebra over a domain. 
THEOREM VI. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring which is a torsion- 
free algebra over an integral domain D. Then there is a ring S 2 R, with both 
chain conditions, and such that every matrix in S, is similar to a matrix of the 
form T + IV, where T is triangular and N has every entry nilpotent. 
Proof. We have D C R. Let K be the quotient field of D. Then 
R CR @ K, the tensor taken over D. If  we let U = D - {0}, and map 
r @ d/d’ to rdld’, we find that R @ Kg Ru, which is a localization of a 
noetherian ring and therefore noetherian. It is also an algebra over the field K, 
and since R c R @ K we may assume without loss of generality that the 
same is true of R. We may therefore prove the theorem under the assumption 
that R is a commutative noetherian algebra over a field K, so KC R. Using 
the aforementioned theorem of Small, embed R in T, a commutative ring 
with descending chain condition. It is well known (and easy to verify) that 
anysuch:ring is a direct sum-of completely primary rings, i.e., local rings 
whose maximal ideals are nilpotent. Let T = TX @ **a @ Tk be such a 
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decomposition. Then in the canonical homomorphism of T onto Ti , the 
kernel cannot intersect K, since the field K consists of units of R, and 
consequently K is mapped isomorphically into Ti , leading to the fact that 
K Z Ti for i = I,..., it. Let Ni be the maximal (nilpotent) ideal of Ti . Then 
K n Ni = (0), so each of the rings TJN, contains a copy of AI. Then if R 
has characteristic p, pTi = 0 and TJN, has characteristic p. I f  K has charac- 
teristic zero, so do both Ti and Ti/Ni . The rings Ti are complete local since 
their maximal ideals are nilpotent. Hence Ti is a complete equicharacteristic 
local ring, and so (see [2] and [3]) Ti h as a coefficient field Ki; i-e. there is a 
field Kz C Ti which maps onto T,/N, in the natural map of Ti onto TJIV, . 
Let cl (K,) be the algebraic closure of Ki and consider the rings 
Vi = 3-i @ cl (Ki), this and subsequent tensors taken over the field Ki - 
Then MC = hri @ cl (Ki) is a nilpotent ideal of U, , and moreover, 
This means that Vi is a completely primary ring with maximal ideal Mi , 
and further that U,/M, is an algebraically closed field. Let S be the direct 
sum lJ, 0 .*. @ U,; then S has both chain conditions, and R c S. Let M 
be the ideal Mr @ a=* @ Mk . Consider the ring S/M; it is a direct sum of the 
algebraically closed fields U,/Mi and therefore is a t-ring. 
Let A E S,, . Suppose d’ is the image of A in S/M. Then there is an inver- 
tible B’ E (S/M)n = &,ji& with B'-IA'B' = D’, where D’ is triangular. 
Let B map to B’, then since M is the Jacobson radical of S, B is invertible 
in S, . Let D’ = (Q, and suppose that dij maps to di[$ . Then define E = (eij) 
by eij = dij if i is less than or equal to j, and eij = 0 if i is greater than j* 
Then B-lAB = E + N, where all the entries of N fall into n/r and therefore 
are nilpotent. 
Note that exactly the same proof, reducing the matrix A to a direct sum of 
Jordan forms in S/M, by considering S/M = Ul/Ml @ e-1 @ U,/n;l,, and 
using the appropriate similarity transformation in each field making up the 
sum, yields a “quasi- Jordan” form for the elements of S, , and hence, in 
particular, for those of R,: 
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring as in the hypothesis of Theorem VI. Then 
there is a ring S 2 R, with both chain conditions, and so that any matrix in S, 
is similar to one of the form J + IV, where J has entries 1 on the main diagonal, 
possibly nonzero entries on theJirst superdiagonal, and xero entries elsewhere, and 
whrere N is a matt-ix all of whose entries aTe nilpotent. 
Proof. Construct S as in the theorem. Then S/M is a direct sum of 
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algebraically closed fields, Fi . In the decomposition, if A E S, , and A’ is its 
image in S,/lk&, then A’ = A, -+ .** + A, , where ai E(FJ, . In each 
summand (FJ, , reduce Ai to Jordan form by a matrix Bi , and let 
B’=B,+ a.. + B, . I f  B maps onto B’, then pulling back to S, as in the 
proof of the theorem, B-IAB will be a matrix of the required form. 
The above corollary gives a sort of canonical form, up to a nilpotent sum- 
mand, for matrices of S,, . 
6. PRESERVATION OF SIMILARITY CLASSES UDDER EXTENSION 
In Section 5 it was determined that for certain rather extensive classes of 
commutative rings, it is possible to achieve reasonable triangular forms for 
matrices provided one is willing to execute the reduction to triangular form 
in some extension ring. It then becomes natural to ask how similarity in an 
extension ring is related to similarity in the original ring. For example, if F 
and K are fields such that F C K, then any two matrices of F, similar in Kn 
must already be similar in F,, . This is a consequence of the fact that the 
rational canonical form of a matrix is independent of the ambient field, so long 
as it contains all the entries of the matrix in question. It is an observation of 
Kaplansky that the same thing is true if K is not necessarily a field, but only 
some commutative ring; for let M be a maximal ideal of K, then M cannot 
intersect F, and so F _C KIM. Then if A and B are elements of F, and A is 
similar to B in K, , certainly A is similar to B in (K/i’V& , and then since 
K/M is a field, A is similar to B in i?, . This section is devoted to an attempt 
at classifying all commutative rings with the property exhibited by the field F 
above. 
Let R C S be an extension of commutative rings having the same unit 
element. Suppose that whenever A and B are elements of R, , and 
C-lAC = B for an invertible C E S, , then there exists D invertible in RR, 
such that D-l14D = B. Then call R _C S a cp(n)-extension. If  R _C S is a 
cp(n)-extension for every n = 1, 2,..., call R _C S a cp-extension. 
If  R is a commutative ring such that whenever R is contained in another 
commutative ring S, then R C S is a cp(z)-extension, call R a c?(n)-ring. 
If  R is a cp(n)-ring for every n, call R a @-ring. Saying that R is a cp-ring is 
of course equivalent to saying that whenever R C S, then R _C S is a cp- 
extension. 
We remarked above that every field is a cp-ring. The theorems that follow 
are concerned with elucidating the structure of more general commutative 
noetherian q-rings. Before embarking on this analysis, however, we pause 
to observe several interesting examples of @-extensions and note that they 
certainly do occur elsewhere than in the category of fields. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R be any commutative ring. Then R G R[x] and 
R C Rf[x]] are both cp-extemions. 
Proof Let S be either R[x], the polynomial ring, or R[[x]], the ring of 
formal power series. Then if -4 E S, , there exists a unique set (Ai] CR, SO 
that A = C Aixi, where in the case S = R[x], we have A, = 0 whenever k 
is larger than the degree of every entry of A. If  A is invertible and 
A-l = C .13#, then the relation Ad-l = I yields 
f = (c Aetij (c Bfxij = /fax* . B,x* + higher-order terms, 
By the uniqueness of the decomposition, I = A&, , so A, is invertible inR, 
and 40’ = B, . 
Suppose that C and D are elements of R, and that C is similar to D in S,, , 
say A-V14 = D. Expand d and A-l as above, and note that C = Co and 
D = Do . Then, D = d-KY = (C B&) C (C A&) = C BiCAj++j. By the 
uniqueness of the decomposition in S, , the degree-zero terms are equal, and 
so D = B,C~4, = d$CA, , which of course shows that D and C are similar 
in R, . 
Since it is the case that integral domains, and in particular principal ideal 
domains are intimately involved in the structure of St-rings and t-rings, and 
represent an important class of d-rings, it is certainly of interest to ask what 
they have to do with the occurrence of the rp property. The answer is as 
fohows: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let R be a comnzutative integral domain. Then the.follo~- 
kg are equivalent: 
(I) R is a cp(m)-ring for some$xed m > 2. 
(2) R is a cp-ring. 
(3) R is a jield. 
Proof- (3) implies (2) is the classical result. 
(2) implies (1) is trivial. 
(1) implies (3): Let K be the field of quotients of R. Then since R is a 
cp(m)-ring, R C I< must be a cp(?n)-extension. Suppose that Y E R, Y f  0. 
Then in A& , the diagonal matrix D whose diagonal entries are dii = I, for 
i j_ 2, and dZ2 = r has determinant r, and so is invertible. Consider the matri- 
ces V such that vij = 0, unless i = 1, j = 2, and zjle = Y, and W, such that 
zuij = 0 unless i = 1 and j = 2, and zura = l.Then~=Io,j!and~~=i/zc,ij/ 
are elements of R, and the easily verified equality DV = WD shows that 
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they are similar in K, . Hence by hypothesis there exists an invertible matrix 
1 aij ) E R, with ) aij 1 V = W ] aij 1 . Then if j # 2, we get from this that 
0 = asi . Also, multiplying row 1 by column 2, we obtain a,,~ = as2. But 
det j aij j = C ati& = ass,& where the Aj are the cofactors. Since 1 aij 1 
is invertible in R, , its determinant must be a unit of R. But then asa is a unit 
of R, and since ally = az2 , the element r is a factor of a unit, and therefore 
must itself be a unit of R. Consequently, every non-zero element of R is a unit 
of R, and so R is a field, which completes the proof. 
To construct a final and very interesting preliminary example of a cp- 
extension, we need the following easily verified lemma: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let F C K be a jield extension. Let {ei> be a basis of K/F, where 
the index set has appropriate cardinality. Suppose that S is a subspace of F, . 
Any matrix in K, = F, @ K is uniquely expressible as A = C Ai @ ei , 
where only Jinitely many of the A( are d@rent from zero. Then if a E S @ K, 
each of the coejicient matrices Ai above lie in S. (All tensors are of course taken 
over the field F.) 
We further require the following lemma, which is an unpublished result 
of N. Passell: 
LEMMA 6.4. Let F C K be a field extension. Suppose that S CF, is a 
singular subspace of rank n. Let F have more than n elements. Then S @ K is a 
singular subspace of K, . 
A subspace is said to be singular if it contains no invertible matrix. The 
rank of a subspace is the maximum of the ranks of its members. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let F _C K be a jield extension. Suppose that F has more 
than n - 1 elements. Then for any integer k, the extension of truncated power 
series rings : 
FWI c KK41 - - 
(x”) - (x”) 
is a cp(n)-extension. In particular if F is an infinite jield then this is a cp-exten- 
sion. 
Proof. Call the two rings R C S for simplicity of notation, and let (e,}, 
where the a comes from an appropriate index set, be a basis of K/F. Note that 
if A E R,,, then there is a unique expression A = C Aixi where i runs from 
0 to k - 1 and -4< EF, . (we here identify x with its image in the truncated 
ring). Also, if A E S, there is a similar expression where the Al E K, . 
Further, A is invertible if and only if A,, is invertible, since 
det A = det A, + n, where n is a nilpotent element. 
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Let A and l3 be elements of R, , and suppose that _4 is similar to B in S, , 
so that there is an invertible C E S, with CA = BC. We must find an inver- 
tible D E R, such that DA = BD. Write out C-4 = BC using the above 
xi expression, to yield 
2 C,Aj = C BtCj ) for wz = 0, 1,2,... * 
i+j=m i+i=ll1 
Consider the subspaces: 
and 
2, = {X E K, 1 XA, = BOX>. 
Then it is clear that 2, @ K C Z, . Also, if X E Z, I write X = x -Y, @ e, ) 
using the basis of K/F. Since X E Z, and 8, , B, are elements ofFn , we have 
c (X,,A, - B,.&) 0 e, = 0, 
which together with the uniqueness of such expressions implies that X, E Z, 
for each a. Hence ZK = K @ Z, . 
Let TF be the subspace (where all Xi EF,): 
3 X, 3 c X,Aj = c B,X, 
i+j=1 ifj=l 
and33Xa3 C Xi&= C B,Xj 
i+j=?, ifj=Z 
and33X,,s C 
i+j=k-1 
XiAj = c BiXj\ . 
i+j&-1 I 
Define a subspace TK in exactly the same manner in K, . Clearly 
TF @ K _C TK . I f  on the other hand, X0 E TK , let Xi be the sequence of 
matrices whose existence qualifies X0 for membership in T=. Make the 
expansion Xi = C (X,), @ e, , and note that the equations defining 
TF and TR are satisfied a-term-wise. Then the sequence (X,), demonstrate 
that (X0), E TF for each a. Consequently, TK = TF @ K. 
Finally, let UK = TK n Z, , and U, = TI; n Z, . Using Lemma 6.3, 
observe that 
UK = TK n Z, = ( TF @J K) n (Z, @ K) = (TF n Z,) 0 K = U, @ K. 
Note that if we find a D, E U, with D, invertible, we shall be finished, for 
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then if Di are the matrices whose existence qualifies D, for membership in 
TF , the matrix D = D, + D,x + D,x2 + a.. + D,-,x”-~ is invertible in I& 
and is in fact the required D. 
Suppose that no such D, exists. The 77, is a singular subspace of F, . 
Its rank is of course less than or equal to n - 1. By hypothesis, F has more 
than n - 1 elements, so Lemma 6.4 applies to show that UK = U, @ K 
must also be singular. But CA = BC implies that C,, E UP, and since C is 
invertible, the same must be true of C,, , a contradiction. 
Having recorded the existence of a number of diverse cp-extensions, we 
proceed to examine their properties and to classify cp-rings. 
OBSERVATION 6.6. 
(1) If  R C S and S C T are both cp(n)-extensions, so is R C T. 
(2) If  R _C S _C T, and R _C T is a cp(n)-extension, then so is R _C S. 
(3) Direct sums and summands of cp(n)-rings are again cp(n)-rings. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. To prove (3), suppose that R OR’ is a . 
cp(n)-ring, and that R C S. Then by hypothesis, R @ R’ _C S @ R’ is a 
cp(n)-extension, so R C S is one also. On the other hand, if R and R’ are 
cp(n)-rings, and R @ R’ C S, we use the identity of the unit elements 
1s = l,,,? = lR + 1s’ to decompose S = SR @ SR’ in the usual way. 
But then, since R _C SR and R’ _C SR’ are cp(n.)-extensions, and similarities 
in a direct sum operate summand-wise, R @ R’ _C SR @ SR’ is a cp(n)- 
extension. 
We are now in a position to present the first theorem of this section: 
THEOREM VII. Let R be a commutative noethmian cp-ring. Then R is a 
direct sum of completely primary subdirectly irreducible rings. 
Completely primary has the meaning described earlier in this paper (Theo- 
rem III), and by a subdirectly irreducible ring is meant one in which the inter- 
section of all ideals is a nonzero ideal. Before embarking upon the proof of 
Theorem VII, we record the following lemma, which is in itself an interesting 
insight into the nature of cp-extensions. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let R _C S be a cp-extension, and A and B be$nitely generated 
ideals of R such that AS = BS. Then A = B. 
Proof. Suppose that B = (6, ,..., b,JandaEA.ThenaEA_CAS=BS, 
so there exist elements of S, say si , with a = sIbI + .** + s,b,, , Then 
define an n x n matrix C E S, as follows: C = 1 cii 1 where cri = si for 
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i = 1, 2,..., 1z and cij = 0 if i is greater than 1. Then by the block rule, the 
following equality holds in S,: 
and so the matrices on the left are invertible. Now define matrices D and E 
of R,, as follows: D = j dij 1 where dir = bi for i = l,..., n, and dij = 0 ifj 
is greater than 1, and E = j eij 1 where e,, = a and all other eij = 0. Then , 
in the ring S,, , the following simularity is achieved: 
Since D and E are in R, , and R C S is, in particular, a cp(2?t)-extension, 
we may infer from this the existence of a matrix F = 1 fij j , an invertible 
element of R,, with 
The determinant of F will be a unit of R; call it U. Expand in cofactors of the 
first row, to obtain 
u =Cf$'i 9 where Fi~R, 
In the above matrix equation, multiplication of row n + 1 by column 1 
gives : 
whereas multiplication of row n + 1 by columns 2 through n yields: 
0 =f&a =fi3a = --* =fi,2n a. Then using the cofactor expansion of U, 
ua = xi?{ fiia = Fl fila = C Fl fn+l,ibi , since f12 through fi,zn annihilate a, 
while fila is the above sum of elements fn+l,ibi . But the latter sum is an 
element of the ideal B, and since zc is a unit of R, it follows that a E B, so 
A c B. A symmetric argument proves that B c A. 
Proof of Theorem l?X. By the previously quoted theorem of Small, R can 
be imbedded in a commutative ring S with descending chain condition. By 
hypothesis, R C S is a cp-extension. Let I1 3_ I, 3_ I3 3 *.. be a descending 
chain of ideals in R. Since R is noetherian they are all finitely generated. 
Clearly IlS 2 I.$32 --- in the ring S. But S has descending chain condition, 
and so there is an integer K with 1,s = -T,+,S = ..* . Apply Lemma 6.7 
to obtain II, = Ik+l = **- in R. It follows that R itself has the descending 
chain condition. As noted previously, any such ring is a direct sum of com- 
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pletely primary rings. Each of this summands is a cp-ring by Observation 6.6, 
and so we shall be finished if we assume that R itself is completely primary 
and demonstrate that it must be subdirectly irreducible. 
We must show that there exists a nonzero ideal I of R so that if J is any 
nonzero ideal, then I _C J. Since R has descending chain condition, it is 
sufficient to demonstrate that any two nonzero ideals of R intersect non- 
trivially, for then there would be a unique minimal ideal, which would be the 
required I. Suppose that this is false. Then, in particular, there are two mini- 
mal ideals, A& and M2 with Ml n M2 = (0). By minimality, there are 
elements a and b of R with Ml = aR and M, = bR. Then aR n bR = (0). 
Let N be the maximal ideal of R; N is nilpotent and is the Jacobson radical 
of the ring R. Since aR and bR are, in particular, irreducible R-modules, 
they are annihilated li the radical, and so aN = bN = (0). Moreover, a and 6 
have the property that ((a) : (b)) _C ann (b), where ((a) : (b)) is the set of 
P E R such that pa E (b). That is, whenever P and s are in R and ra = sb, 
then rb = 0. For if ra = sb, then ra E Ru n Rb = (0) so ra = 0. Then 
Y E ann (a) Z N, so Y EN. But bN = (0), and thus rb = 0. 
Consider the polynomial ring R[x], and the ideal (ax - 6) generated by 
the linear polynomial ax - b. Let 8 be the composite homomorphism: 
6’:R+R[+&). 
Then the kernel of B is exactly R n (ax - b). Let Y be in this kernel; then 
Y = g(x) (ax - b), where g(x) E R[x]. Write g(x) = g+? + *a* + grx + g, , 
where gi E R. In the equation r = g(z) (ax - b), the coefficient of x on the 
right is g,a - g,b, while the coefficient of x: on the left is 0, so g,a = g,b. 
Hence g, E ((a) : (b)) C ann (a), so g,a = 0. But g,,a is exactly the degree- 
zero term on the right-hand side of the above expression for Y, and so is 
equal to r. Hence r = 0, and the homomorphism 0 is an isomorphism. Let 
T = R[x]/(ax - b); then we have proven R C T. By hypothesis, R _C T is a 
cp-extension. 
Note that T s R[c], where c is an element such that c # 0 and cu = b. 
Note further that in T2 , 
Since R C T is a cp(2)-extension in particular, there must exist elements 
e, f,  g, h E R with eh - fg a unit, of R, and 
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This equality yields af = 0, Z$ = 0, and ga = eb. From the latter, we obtain 
eb E Ra it Rb = (0), so eb = 0. Together with fb = 0, this gives: 
(eh - fg) b = (eb) h - (fb) g = 0. 
Since elz - fg is a unit of R this implies b = 0, a contradiction. 
This means every two ideals of R intersect, and concludes the proof of 
the theorem. 
The final result is a partial converse to Theorem VII. 
THXOREM VIII. Let R be completely primary, subdirectly irreducible with 
maximal ideal N. Suppose that N2 = 0, and that R has a coeficient field K 
with more than n - 1 elements. Then R is a cp(n)-ring. In particular, if K is 
infinite, R is a cp-ring. 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem VII, it would be, in light of 
Observation 6.6, sufficient to prove that any completely primary sub- 
directly irreducible ring is a cp-ring. While it is not clear that this is actually 
true, it is by no means the case that Theorem VIII describes a necessary 
condition. For example, direct and specific arguments involving trace, determ- 
inant, index of nilpotence, and so on, show that the similarity classes in the 
2 x 2 matrices over the ring of integers modulo 4 are unaffected when this 
ring is embedded in any larger commutative ring, and therefore 2, is a cp(2)- 
ring; Z, does not, of course possess a coefficient field. A proof of Theorem 
VIII for rings without coefficient field requires a greater insight into the 
structure of nonequicharacteristic local rings than seems to be forthcoming 
at the present time. The restriction on the cardinality of the field K arises 
from the dependence of the proof presented on the Lemma 6.8, and in turn 
on Passell’s Lemma 6.4, which is not true without the cardinality restriction. 
The requirement that N2 = (0) enables one to make use of the structural 
facts provided by a Wedderburn splitting R = K @ N; the obvious induction 
argument on the degree of nilpotence of N does not work because homo- 
morphic images of subdirectly irreducible rings obviously may fail to be 
subdirectly irreducible. 
The proof of Theorem VIII requires the following technicality: 
LEMMA 6.8. Let F C K be an extension of fields, where F has more than 
n - 1 elements. Let A, C, J E F, , and let B be invertible, 3 E Z,, the central- 
izer of J in K, . Suppose that BC - AB = [J, x], where 2’ E K, . Then 
thme is a D E E;, , invertible, D E Z, , the centralizer of J in F, such that 
DC - AD = [J, W], with W EF, . 
Here and in the following, [G, H] = GH - HG, the standard commuta- 
tor- [G, &I = ([G, HI I H E KJ. 
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Proof. View K, as F, @ K, and let (e,} be a basis of K/F. Every element 
of K, is uniquely expressible as X = C X, @ e, , where only finitely many 
of the X, are different from zero, and Xa EF, . 
Using this expression, it is simple to verify the fact that 2, = 2, @ K. 
Define subspaces TF and TK by 
TF=(Y~F,I YC--$YE[J,F,]}, 
TK=(Y~K,j YC-AYk’[[J,K,]}. 
I f  E E TF @ K, and B = C E, @ e, , then Lemma 6.3 shows that E, E TF , 
which clearly implies E E TR , since 
EC - AE = c E,C @ e, - c AE, @ e, = c (E,C - AE,) (2~ e, 
= C [I, &I 0 ea = [h C X, 0 e,] , 
where the X, e F, , This means that E E TX. 
Suppose on the other hand that E E TK, and let E = C E, @ e,; there 
exists WE K, such that EC - AE -= [J, II’J. Writing out IIf along with E, 
we obtain 
By the uniqueness of the expression, E,C - ,4E, = [J, W,J for each a, and 
thus 6, E TF . This means that TK = TF @ K. 
Let SK = TK n 2, , SF = TF n ZF; then as before, 
We shall be finished if we find D E SF invertible. I f  no such D exists, then 
SF is a singular subspace, whose rank is less than or equal to n - 1. Since F 
has at least 12 elements, Lemma 6.4 states that SK is also singular. But B E SK 
is invertible, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem HII. 
Let R _C R’. We must show that this is a cp(n)-extension. Suppose that 
A, B E 4, and that there exists an invertible C E (R’)n such that C-rBC = B. 
Suppose that C = 1 cij [ and C-r = 1 dii 1 . Let R” be the ring obtained by 
adjoining the 272” elements Cii and dij to R in the extension ring Ii’. By the 
Hilbert basis theorem, the polynomial ring over R in 211” indeterminates is 
noetherian. Since R” is a homomorphic image of this polynomial ring, the 
same must be true of R”. Clearly it will suffice to show that R _C R” is a cp(n)- 
extension, so we may assume that the ring R’ is noetherian. 
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Since K’ is noetherian, there exists a ring S with descending chain condi- 
tion such that R’ _C S. By Observation 6.6, it is enough to show that R C S 
is a @(a)-extension. The ring S is a direct sum of completely primary rings, 
S = S, 0 ... @ SI, . It is actually the case that R is contained in some one of 
these summands. This is proven by induction on the integer k, the number 
of summands; for k = 1 the assertion is trivial, so suppose that k is at least 2. 
Consider R (? S, . Suppose it is not zero. This is an ideal of R, so since A is 
subdirectly irreducible and S, n (S, @ ... @ S,) = (O), we must have 
Rn(S,@.-. @ S,) = (0). But this last intersection is exactly the kernel 
of the composite map: 
so this map is an isomorphism into A’,; in other words, R C S, . So we are 
finished if R n S, + (0). If, on the otherhand R IT S, -= (01, then the map 
has kernel zero, so R C S, 0 .-a @ SI, an d we are in a position to apply the 
induction hypothesis and infer that R C Si , for some i 3 2. 
Consequently, R C Si for some i. Each of the S, is a homomorphic image 
of S, so if A, B E R, and A is similar to B in “5, , then A is similar to B in 
(S,), I Hence it is enough to prove that R L Si is a cp(n)-extension, and so we 
may assume that S is completely primary. 
Let N and llf he the maximal ideals of R and S, respectively. We have 
NC NS C M and M n R C N, so we may conclude that N = M n K. 
Then K = R/N Z S/M. Since the ideal iVl is nilpotent, S is a complete local 
ring, as is R. The field K is contained in both S and S/AI, so S is equi- 
characteristic and therefore, as noted above, must have a coefficient field L, 
with K 2 L. Both R and S split as groups, R = K @J N and S = L @ M. 
Consider the structure of R more closely. Suppose that N = (zr , n, ,...j 
where 3z1 + 0. Then if ~a f  0, the subdirect irreducibility of R ensures that 
(4 n (l4 i (01, so there are elements n and b in R such that nzr = Bn, + 0. 
Put a = k + n, b = k’ + ~z’, using the splitting R = K @ IV. Since A’; = 0, 
we have lznr = ?ztnZ == 0, and hence kn, = k’n, i J 0. Since k and k’ are units 
of R, n2 E (nr) and therefore the ideal N is principal, N = (nr). 
Since R has descending chain condition and is subdirectly irreducible, 
there is an element x with (x) the unique minimal ideal of R. Then 
x E (12~) = LY, so x = an, for some a. Putting a = k + X, and using Na = 0, 
we get x = Ka, I and since k is a unit, n, E (x) and so N = (x) is the unique 
proper ideal of R. Since NX = 0, N = Rx = Kx, and thus R = X @ Kx. It 
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is clear that this decomposition obtains also in the ring of matrices over R, 
in the sense that any matrix A E R, may be written uniquely as 
A = A, + Alx, where the Ai E K, . 
Suppose that &Z” = (0). We prove Theorem VIII by induction on K. 
CASE R = 2 
Suppose that whenever I and J are ideals of 5’ that I n J # (0). Then 
since S has descending chain condition, S has a unique proper ideal, as is 
shown by an argument identical with that applied above in the case of R. 
But aS is proper, and so M = xS. Since M2 = 0, S = L @ M yields 
xS=xL,soS = CL @Lx. Then any matrix B E S, has a unique expression 
B = B, -+ Blx, where the Bi EL, . 
I f  there are two ideals I and J in S which are not zero but are such that 
I n J = (0), then one of them, say I, has In R = (0), by the subdirect 
irreducibility of R. Hence in particular, In N = (0). I f  In NS # (0), 
then since NS = xS, we have i = xs # 0. Using S = L @ M, s = f + m, 
but E E N _C ICI, and M2 = 0, so sm. = 0, so i = xf, and f is a unit since 
f EL, and consequently x E I, a contradiction to I n N = (0). Hence 
I n NS = (0), and M contains the ideal I 0 NS. 
Choose I so that I @ NS is maximal among all ideals of this form. If  
M#l@NS, thereis REM, n$1T@NS. If aSn(I@NS)#(O), there 
is an s E S with as = i + xs’. Put s = f  + m, then am = 0, so af = i + xs’. 
But since f  EL is a unit, this means that a E I @ NS, which is a contradiction, 
and therefore aS @ I @ NS >_ I @ NS, where the containment is proper, 
a contradiction to the choice of I. 
Hence M = XS @I = XL @I, so S = L @Lx @I, which means that 
any matrix of S, is uniquely expressible as B = B, + B,x + B1, where the 
Bi EL, and BI E I,. 
Now suppose that A and C are in R, and that A is similar to C in S,; 
i.e., suppose that there is an invertible B E S, with B-IAB = C. Make the 
decompositions 
A = A,, + izlx, c = c, + ClX, B=B,fB,x+BI, 
B-l=B;+B;x+B;, 
where in the last two cases the terms from 1, are included only if the structure 
of S warrants it. In either case, when we write out B-l/lB = C and use the 
uniqueness of the .decompositions, it transpires that Bh = (B,) -1 and that 
(Bt,)-1 A&, = Co, where of course B, and its inverse are in L, , and -4, 
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and C, are in K, . K Z L and fields are q(n)-rings, so it follows that there is a 
D E K, with D-lA,D = C, . The; both A, and C’s are similar to the same 
matrix J of K, , where J is in rational canonical form. Using the invertible 
matrices which reduce A, and CO to this rational canonical form, we find 
that A and C are similar in R, to the matrices J + A$, and J’ + C&Y, where 
A; and C; are some matrices of K, . These matrices with first component J 
are similar in R, if and only if A and C are, and so we may as well assume that 
A, = B, = J, Now write out the relations B-1AB = C and B-'B = I using 
the decomposition for B and B-l considered above and the new J form for A 
and C. In the expansions of B and B-l, the terms from 1, are of course 
included only if appropriate. Whether or not these terms are present, we 
obtain the following three relations: 
(i) B$B, + B#, = 0; 
(ii) J = B;lJB, , i.e., 13, EZ(J) in L,; 
(iii) C, = B;lJB, + B;'A,B, + B;JB,, 
all of which are immediate consequences of the uniqueness of the decompo- 
sition in S, . Using the relation (i), reduce (iii) as follows: 
Cl = jB;lB, +B,'A,B, + B;B,j. 
Then add [J, B;'B,] to rearrange 
C, =B,lB,J+B;B,J+B,lA,B, +[J, B;‘BJ. 
Then use (i): 
Cl = B,lA,B, +[J,B,%,]. 
This yields the final relation 
Now all the conditions of the Lemma 6.8 apply, and so we may conclude 
that there exists a D, , invertible in K, such that D, E Z, , the centralizer 
of J in K,, and D,C, - AID,, =[j, W], where WE Kn. Put D, = W. 
Then since D, is invertible, there is a 0; E K, such that D;'D, + D;D, = 0. 
We know that J = D;lJD,, . These are the analogs of (i) and (ii) above; 
moreover, employing them in a procedure inverse to that used above in 
reducing (iii), the relation DoCl - AlDo = [J, DJ may be reduced to 
Cl =D;*JDl + D;'A,D, + D;JDo, 
which is analogous to (iii). We therefore have the three relations necessary to 
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state that D = D, + D,x is invertible in R, , with inverse D-r = Do1 + L&x, 
and that D-IAD = C. 
This means that A is similar to B in & , and completes the proof of the 
case A!P = 0. 
Consider the composite map 0, 0 : R -+ S -+ S/ilP1. The kernel of 0 is 
R n Mkml. I f  this kernel is zero, then R C S/Mk-l. Then if A and C are 
elements of R, and A is similar to C in S, , we also have A similar to B in 
(S/Mk-% % and so by induction on k, -4 is similar to B in R, and we are 
finished. 
Thus we may suppose that the kernel of 0, namely R n Mk-* is not zero. 
Then it must be equal to xR, the unique proper ideal of R, so R n Mk-1 = xR. 
Hence x E M”-l and since iW = 0, we have xM = 0. 
Claim that we may assume that S is subdirectly irreducible with XS the 
unique minimal ideal. I f  XS intersects every ideal I, then since XS = XL 
(xM = 0) .v is an element of every ideal, since XL n I # (0) means I contains 
an element xf, wheref E L. Then XS is a minimal ideal, and in fact contained 
in every ideal of S. If  there are proper ideals of S whose intersections with XS 
are zero, choose I maximal with I n XS = (0). Consider the ring S’ = S/I. 
In the composite map R + S -+ S’, the kernel is I n R; if this kernel is not 
zero, it must be xR. But 1 n XS is zero by assumption, and so the kernel is 
zero, and R C S’. Clearly, if A and C are in R, and are similar in S, , then 
they are similar in (S’), , so we will be finished if we show that R 2 S’ is a 
c?(n)-extension. 
Suppose that J’ # 0 is an ideal of S’, and let J be an ideal of R containing I 
which maps on J’; since J’ + 0, J f  I. By the maximal+ of 1, it must be the 
case that J n XS # 0, and so J’ n xS’ # 0. But then xS’ intersects every 
ideal of S’, and so S’ is subdirectly irreducible with minimal ideal x5”. 
Thus we may as well assume that S is subdirectly irreducible with minimal 
ideal xS. If  a E A&“-l, we have x E as, so there is s E S with x = as. Using 
S = L @ M, write s = f + m; then since AP = 0, am = 0, so x = af. 
But f  is a unit, and so a E xS, so Mk-l 2 xS. The reverse inclusion is true 
since x E Mk-l, so we obtain Mk-l = XS = XL. 
Consider the ring T = L @Lx, i.e., T = {f + f ‘x 1 f,f’ EL). Then 
K C T _C S is an imbedding with the same unit element. Note that by the 
case k = 2 we have that R C T is a c?(n)-extension, since the maximal ideal, 
namely Lx, of T has square zero. If  we show that T C S is a cp(n)-extension, 
we will be finished by 6.6. Hence we may replace R by T and assume that 
R = L @ XL, so that BIN = S/M = L. 
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I f  ,4 E R, , then as before A can be written A = d, + 9,x uniquely with 
d, EL,, . I f  B E S,n , then B = B, + BMuniquely with B, EL, and BJv E ill, . 
Let A and C be in R, , similar in S, , say B-1,4B = C. As in the case k = 2, 
we may restrict attention to the case where 4 = J f  glx, C = J + C,x. 
Put B = B, + BM (I B-l = Bb + BL . Then as before, B;’ = Bb . Write out 
B-lB = I and B-?dB = C and use the uniqueness of the decompositions and 
the fact that xM = 0 to obtain 
(i) B;‘BM + BLB, = 0, 
(ii) J = B;‘JB,, i.e., B, E Z(J) in L, , 
(iii) C,x = B;lJB, + BLJB,, + B;lA,B,x, 
a straightforward manipulation using (i) and (ii) reduces (iii) to: 
(iv) C,x = [J, B$BM] + B-lA,B,x. 
Now expand (~1 to (x1 ,..., xWJ an L-basis for n/r, where x = xi . This basis 
is actually finite since S is a finite-dimensional L-algebra. Then if X E f?I= f  
X = C X,x, with unique Xi EL, . Expand (iv) in this manner (recalling that 
N = x1): 
where B;lBM decomposed as described above. Equating the coefficients of 
x1 on both sides of the above equation, we obtain: C, - B$d,B, = [J, X], 
where X = (B;lB,), . By the invertibility of B;‘, there is B, in L,n with 
X = KtBi; then since B, is also invertible, there is a B; with 
(1) B$B, + B;B,, = 0. 
we know already that 
(2) ] = B;‘JB,,. 
Finally, with the help of (1) and (2), the expression 
Cl = B;‘A,B, + [J,B;‘B,] 
reduces to 
(3) C, = B$JB,, + B,lA,B, + B;JB,. 
But if we let D = B, + B,x, then D E R, and Eqs. (l)-(3) above state that 
D is invertible, D-l = B;’ + B,x, and that D-IAD = C, so that .A and C 
are similar in R, and the proof of Theorem VIII is complete. 
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